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Abstract;  The modern narrator shobha de and  manju kapoor  introduces the 
feminine vision in his fiction is the result of the traditional anomalies spread in 
Indian society, the woman who is the basis of this entire creation, when the 
woman dances like a puppet in the hands of men in this male society It seems 
that instead of being the center, it is just a fantasy, both literature and society 
from a woman, whether literature or society, no one is able to maintain her 
existence without being inferior to the woman, so first of all to maintain the 
existence of both To woman. 
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Introduction; 
 

     It is believed that the form of female liberation seen in Indian literature today 
is basically a product of western civilization, but the concept of Indian women's 
liberation is different from western civilization in some respects whereas in 
western concept, female discourse is anti-male whereas Indian women's 
discourse expects male support, there is no sense of rivalry towards male. In the 
context of western female discourse, the family is rejected, but under the Indian 
concept, most thinkers agree with the family. 
 

Shobha de’s work in feminism 
 

    Shobha De is one of the most eminent and popular writers as well as a 
renowned satirist of contemporary India, consistent with her writings for the last 
forty years. As a reputed journalist, columnist and best- selling novelist, she 
undisputedly is, one among the most read Indian writers, who occupies a 
distinctive place in literary circles. 
     The strength of a woman is indeed the first and the most important aspect of 
De’s novels. Her women represent an entirely different value system. Her 
characters in the novel, Nisha in Sultry Days, Aasha in Starry Nights, Karuna in 
Socialite Evenings, suffer from humiliation as far as their social, economic and 
cultural life is concerned; but, in addition to all this, these women are also fully 
capable of struggling, compromising and realizing their existence in the end. 
    De finds institution of marriage flawed, unnatural but fascinating. About 
women’s liberation vis-à-vis marriage, she feels; Women are driving the change. 
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Power equation between a man and a woman has 
changed. It is the age of modern marriage, so is man 
ready to give in? There is resistance.  He still favours 
the resistance quo because that goes to his advantage. 
But it’s about time. For centuries men have 
dominated the socio- economic scene and controlled 
marriages. But if this change is victimizing men and 
questioning their machismo, is woman to shoulder the 
blame for an unsuccessful marriage? There is nothing 
such as blame game, the moment it enters a marriage 
it’s over. Marriage is a contract between two people 
who might be strangers or lovers”.1. 
    Nearly all Shobha De’s women have pre-marital 
sex because it is not a taboo for them. The moment 
their marriages fail, her women go out in search of 
new relationships. Similarly, in Starry Nights, the 
moment Aasha Rani realizes that her husband has 
drifted away from her, she enters into a physical 
relationship with Suhas, an art-film director. Shobha 
De states that “with the Satanic seductions and 
boundless libidinal energy, Aasha Rani and the likes 
of her enslave the males and become successful.”2 
      Shobha De in this novel presents marriage as a 
contract, which is accepted by women as economic 
security, rather than physical or emotional fulfillment.  
She writes about the high-flying- upperclass society 
of India. She has dealt with issues related to woman. 
To project urban culture, she has changed tradition 
picture of enduring, submissive and self- sacrificing 
women with a new picture of bold and liberated urban 
women. Shobha De is renowned for bold and frank 
style of writing. She explored the lives of bored 
housewives and their loveless rich husband and 
family. Her novels mirror the life styles of the elite 
and the middle classes of urban world. 
    Socialite Evenings is one of the famous works of 
Shobha De. In this novel, the author despicts females 
as ones who structure a new-fangled In this novel, the 
major character, Anjali gets married with a rich and 
high- profile gentleman Abe. Her husband provides 
her all the lavishness that she has dreamt of. She is 
not at all envious, at Abe taking a new-fangled young 
woman to diven. These are everyday effort; 
furthermore, Anjali is habituated to it. During the 

seashore social gathering, Abe frankly illustrates 
inedible his unclean carnal tradition. 
    The bhang is functioning its hazardous 
enchantment on all and sundry. Abe, the male-
companion as well as the female are created to dine 
drunkenly transversely a slender maintain partition 
down the border of the possessions. He is 
shouting:“Why do not you take away your pinnacle, 
moreover, she receives inedible my underside as well 
as she turns into individual?” 3. 

    The present novel, Socialite Evenings also deals 
with ‘Quest for Identity’ which is major thematic 
aspects of Shobha De’s Novels. The novel tells story 
of the voyage of a well-known Mumbai socialite, 
named Karuna, from a commonplace central rank 
young woman to a socialite civilization. 
    she wants to escape into the past from her 
nightmarish present. So she writes a memoir of her 
life in a linear and flashback style. Born in a 
traditional middle class family, Karuna who has to 
live through a very conventional upbringing resents 
the strict attitude of her father. 
    Why do you want to go to the cinema? Why can‟t 
you stay at home and improve your mind? ... A 
person must have discipline and regular 
habits…Lights off at 10 P.M. Up at 5.30. No eating 
between meals. No „idle talk‟ over the telephone. 
And no „unnecessary laughter‟ 4. 
    The Indian gentleman is presented through the 
works of the Shobha De who is awfully endangered 
with independent female. The female protagonist, 
Karuna is fed up with her male-companion’s 
obsessive mingling, his atrocious expedition costumes 
as well as the chewing gum, he continuously 
masticates. 
    Sandhya Rani Dash in her article, “A Woman more 
Sinned than Sinning: A Study of Starry Nights” 
criticizes:Shobha De’s writing seems abominable and 
bizarre to us as she is a woman and we are not 
habituated to listen to woman talking so much about 
sex so freely and frankly. But the novel is not simply 
a treatise on sex; it depicts the modern woman’s 
search for identity in a male- dominated Society.5 
    Described by shobha de , who is associated with his 
tradition and reflects the situation, problems, and 
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inconsistencies of modern society. Along with this, there are stories accepting the value consciousness of 
the woman as a subject, somewhere there are painful 
pictures of a woman who is cursed, and somewhere 
there are angry pictures of a woman who lives life by 
suffocating, the pain of the woman's life is given by 
shobha de Is presented with a new tone in stories. 
 

Manju kapoor’s work in feminisum 
 

     Manju Kapur is a celebrated post colonial writer. 
Her novels represent the prevailing societal functions, 
the day to day problems of common people and the 
patriarchal clutches against women in general. She 
has written six novels and the core objective of her 
novels is to throw light on the predicaments of Indian 
women. Gender difference is the basement of a 
structural inequality between men and women where 
women are subject to suffer. For feminists, a text is 
the battleground that deals with power relations 
between the two genders. 
     In manju kapoor , realization and realization of 
value is not used as a ready thing in any way, but 
rather the entirety of the realization and value 
perception of the object state, based on authentic 
experiences derived from the consciousness of the life 
environment they have experienced. Analytical lively 
picture is presented in these stories. The realization of 
sense of feeling and realization of value in its own 
form is independent of all the growing story 
movements of the story. Some of the stories of their 
stories are such that their rights. 
    Her novels concentrate on the education of women 
which might bring the true autonomy in their personal 
life. As Purneet Kaur argues, “Women in Home are 
the rebels of inhibition, societal oppressive 
expectations, joint family regulations and patriarchal 
limitations in the society. He also extends: “Kapur has 
divulged societal evils like superstitious beliefs, 
prohibited female education, child marriage etc. The 
institution of marriage is an intimate oppressor to 
marginalize women within the society” 6. 
     It is Home which exemplifies the story of a woman 
who surpasses all the odds by her self-determination 
and strong-will. In this way, this novel is very much 
different from her other novels. Despite the fact that 
Manju Kapur has made her male characters more 
convincing and tenderer than in her earlier novels, 

     As per the words of Sandhya Iyer, ‘Home’ follows 
every kind of tradition even though it is outdated. 
Hence it is understood so apparently what kind of 
ordeals a woman of such a family would come to 
terms with condition’’.7 
    ‘Home’ explain the duties of women in tradition- 
getting married, raising children and obeying all the 
in laws. A family structure is good, but it should not 
set boundaries for feminine development. These 
women characters make us identify their feelings in a 
way we could feel that we are not these characters. 
     The novel – A Married Woman (2003) deals with 
tradition versus no tradition, factual history versus 
imaginary history.  Although she marries Hemant 
,Foreign return,who in the beginning seem to be the 
man with modern thoughts but gradually he presents a 
different picture for whom birth of boy is necessary. 
The Indian discrimination against gender is exposed. 
The exploitation of woman is depicted where her life 
is considered only to serve. Astha could not bear this 
mental pain which results in serious headaches. Astha 
becomes pregnant. Her mother wishes ,’’if it may be a 
son, but Hemant denies this statement and says that in 
America there is no difference between boys and 
girls. How can this country get anywhere if we go on 
treating our women this way? ‘’8 
     In difficult daughter novel  Virmati is deprived of 
her quota of love and care, and even she has lost track 
of her childhood years due to domestic 
responsibilities at a very early age. She has no fond 
memories of her past if she looks back. Her parents 
do not give any importance to her education, on 
behalf of a girl, she has been taught that there are 
many other things to do in life than education- 
marriage, rearing and bearing children, striving for 
domestic bliss and marital contentment. In her 
teenage, everybody talks about her marriage. Even her 
mother scolds her every time, “At your age I was 
already expecting you, not fighting with my mother”9. 
    She finds no means of   escape .The spread of 
education in India after her Independence swept the 
social heads. The male child is free to desire for 
higher education, or even education abroad. But when 
it comes to the daughter, she is provided education 
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mainly to be in line with a outward social change, or 
no education at all. 
     In Manju Kapoor’s novel female character the 
despiction of a woman suffering from all the 
deformities like Upekshita, the victim, the abandoned, 
the exploited, etc., the woman who suffers from these 
deformities, gets ready to live on her knees and she 
opposes them instead of living. Starts demanding 
equality. 
Conlusion It is through these and many other series 
of female characters that Shobha De has tried to shed 
some significant light on the important issues 
pertaining gender bias and marriage. Thus, Shobha 
De has touched upon different aspects of urban 
woman’s life and her plight, but no issue has received 
the same kind of expression as the question of 
feminism A selection of stories from shobha de’s 
novel collections presents a feminine perspective, 
Diben's writings have played an important role in 
presenting the rising consciousness within the female 
life in a painful context. Manju kapoor is against the 
exploitation of women and this is why her women 
fight against their rights, revealing the fact that how a 
woman who is struggling with social traditional evils 
is adopting new beliefs, in a very lifelike manner 
manju kapoor wants to establish a society where 
women, while adhering to the traditional ideals and 
looking for the sky of rational modern ideas, are 
women in favor of education and economic freedom. 
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